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According to the Small Business Administration, 99.7% of all employer
businesses in the U.S., that is 28 million companies, are considered
small businesses. Forbes reports that there 543,000 new businesses
are started every month…
And every one of them is in danger of financial disaster, even
bankruptcy.
The #1 cause of business failure is lack of cash flow. And the main
reason that companies run out of cash is lack of education, or more to
the point, business owners aren’t being taught the right information to
manage their companies to achieve fiscal health.
Think about it – business schools teach that for a business to become
successful it must make a profit. That’s true in the long term, but in
reality, a business can go for years without profit (i.e. Google, Amazon,
Facebook), but it can’t last a week without cash flow. Cash is king;
without it a company can’t continue.

Running a business is a learned skill.
Cash Flow Engineering® is a management perspective focused on
creating processes within a company that virtually guarantee
consistent, predictable and sustainable cash flow. Every dollar a
business spends is viewed as an investment with a measurable,
positive return. And, frankly, that’s a foreign concept to most business
owners, who spend money on things like advertising and merchandising
in hopes that something will work. Well, as they say, “Hope isn’t a
strategy”, it isn’t measurable and too often leads to disappointment and
failure.
Instead, Cash Flow Engineering® looks at the three main areas of a
business – Marketing & Sales, Operations & Organization, and
Financial Management – and creates processes to ensure that what’s
working gets repeated, and what doesn’t work gets replaced.

As a business owner, you can use these principles to create massive,
positive change in your businesses, put it on the right trajectory for
growth and solvency, and reap the freedom, financial and emotional
rewards of successful business management and ownership. And you
can do that by measuring and adjusting just seven key metrics.

The 7 Key Numbers That Drive Cash Flow
These seven metrics exist in every business, but
they are largely ignored. And if they are
monitored at all, it’s usually as individual numbers,
not as a group. However, these seven numbers
are responsible for driving all cash flow in a
business. When combined, they create a simple,
powerful management tool that can literally turn a
failing business around – and accelerate the
growth of a profitable company. Most importantly,
they give you complete control of the trajectory of
the business, allowing them to guide the business
to avoid obstacles and keep moving toward set
goals.

#1. Number of Leads
The first number is the Number of
Leads coming into the company’s sales funnel
from advertising, marketing and referrals. Since all income comes from
customers, a business needs a consistent, healthy stream of new
prospects entering the pipeline. The Number of Leads measures this
stream and will tell you how effective your marketing is. The better it at
getting new leads, the faster a business can grow and the healthier it
will be.
Most business owners have a peripheral knowledge that they need to
monitor the number of leads the business generates, but few really take
the time to analyze the numbers and determine what’s working and

what isn’t. As a result, they waste money on ineffective marketing
methods because they just aren’t measuring their results.
All you have to do is analyze the numbers – how much they are
spending on each marketing campaign, which campaigns are producing
leads, and which aren’t. Do that, and you’ll stop bleeding money – and
immediately improve your cash flow.

#2: Sales Conversion Rate
This measures the number of leads generated that actually become
customers. This number will tell you how effective your sales process is.
This is a critical part of your
income stream. Since most
business owners love to do
what they started their
business to do – but hate to
sell, this is a number that
tends to be overlooked. In
fact, the sales process is often
viewed as a “necessary evil”,
rather than a coveted skill.
In reality, measuring this number is simplistic: Leads divided by sales
equal conversion rate. If there are multiple salespeople in the company,
the conversion rate should be calculated for each, then compared with
the average. Underperformers can be coached with additional sales
training or removed from the equation. Also, comparing the conversion
rate for each lead source will help define which advertising channels are
working and which are a waste of money.
Too many businesses are great at marketing and poor at sales.
Remember this, no sales, no money.

#3. Customer Retention Rate
That is, how many current customers will continue to do business with
the company after the first transaction. The more customers a business
keeps, the fewer new customers it needs to acquire. This number
actually measures the effectiveness of the company’s value proposition,
their service and their ability to create a positive customer experience.
Retaining more customers can lower marketing costs as well as costs
per transaction.
When a relationship is formed
with a customer, are they a
‘customer for life,’ or are they
thought of as a more short-term
relationship? Even high-ticket
buyers, like auto or home
buyers, should be looked at as long-term repeat buyers. Helping your
clients measure and respond to this metric will ensure that the business
will be around for the long haul.

#4. Average Number of Transactions
Number 4 measures how many times during a given period of time a
customer will come back, or the average Number of Transactions per
customer. Again, too often we think in terms of one big transaction.
Think of your local auto dealership, though. They sell a car for a large
dollar amount, but they offer parts and service that keeps buyers coming
back on a regular basis. In
fact, that dealership makes
more on the subsequent
transactions than they do on
the sale of the vehicle!
Again, acquisition cost and retention costs at this point have already
been applied, so additional transactions don’t carry those burdens and
are thus more profitable. Helping your clients measure this number will

allow them to create upsell and resell strategies that can quickly and
substantially improve their revenue.
This isn’t standard accounting. But, accounting for these revenuegenerating numbers is just as vital as accounting for what happens once
money gets into the company.

#5. Average Transaction Amount
Number 5 measures the Average Price or Ticket per Transaction. In
any given visit, how much will each customer spend on the company’s
goods or services? If you measure that, you can begin to answer the
next question, “What can be done to make that number bigger?” Is it by
raising your prices or selling more goods and services every time you
work with that customer?
Most businesses fail to create effective pricing strategies
based on their actual costs and intended profits.
Rather, they try to price in relation to their competitors
instead of focusing on delivering the value that supports
their pricing. And studies show that most companies
could actually increase their pricing by 30% and still
retain 95% of their current customers.
So, numbers 3 through 5 reveal the lifetime value of a customer. If you
as a business owner are not totally in tune with that, then you aren’t
really thinking long term. Measure and manage the lifetime value of a
customer and you’ll see the business steadily grow.
But, there are two more numbers you need to consider. Understanding
how these fit in with the first five numbers to create a business control
matrix is the key to generating massive transformational value. Numbers
6 and 7 have to do with how efficiently the company is operating.

#6. Variable Costs
While the first five numbers address the money that comes into a
business, #6 measures how effectively resources are used in
purchasing, producing and fulfilling purchases. And frankly, failing to
monitor this number can sink a business fast! But fortunately, we have
some business-saving ways to control variable costs that can work for
any business.

#7. Fixed Costs
This measures your general
business overhead and expenses.
Finding the right balance between
location and rent or mortgage, for
example, can be tough. Should
decisions be based on past business or potential business? How to do
you know when it’s time to increase your investment or to cut back on
overhead? Those are important questions, and again, we have formulas
you can use to get and keep control of overhead and expenses, and
make the right decisions time after time.
So, there you have seven areas in which you can help your business
clients find near-immediate improvement in their revenue, cash flow and
bottom line. And you don’t need to be a marketing, sales or business
expert to use them – but you DO need to take action in order to benefit
from what you’ve learned!
Now, what will you do to put your 7 Key Numbers to use?

How To Use Your 7 Key Numbers
To Build A Healthy, Profitable Business
Likely as you reviewed each of these numbers your mind went to
specific areas of your business where you thought, “I know this stuff, I’m
just not doing this!” Sure, these principles are simple, but most
business owners find themselves overwhelmed just taking care of the
day to day details of running a business that they just don’t have the
time to work on the vision, mission and planning required to make their
business truly perform as it should.
That’s where we can be of real, tangible help – and with a nearimmediate payoff.
Let us help you get control of your 7
Key Numbers and begin driving more
leads, sales and cash flow into your
business with our Business CheckUP. We’ll go through your entire business, beginning with your past 3-5
years of returns, and complete a comprehensive evaluation that covers
the three key areas of your business, Marketing & Sales, Operations &
Organization, and Financial Management, and compare those with your
goals and priorities. Then, we’ll provide you with a complete report,
outlining strategies and action plans that you can implement
immediately, either on your own or with our guidance.
Take control of your cash flow today. Call to schedule a call to discuss
the details of a Business Check-Up today.
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